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New·-Lighton the
I)angers of Radiation
. by Harv~y,Wasserman and Norman SoloD;lon
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PEACE
CORPS
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Special Work
For Special People

grams; introducing better agriculPeace Corps volunteers are
. tural techniques; advising small
people pretty muchlike you. Peobusinesses and establishing cooperapie with commitment and skills who
tives; or teaching math and science
have assessed their lives and decided
at the secondary level.
they want to be of service to others
The number of jobs to do is
in a troubled world.
nearly
as great as the number of volThe problems our volunteers
unteers
who have served since 1961:
deal with overseas aren't new. Such
Nearly 90.000. More volunteers are
as the cycle of poverty that traps one
being chosen now for two-year
generation after another because
assignments beginning in the next
they're 100 busy holding on to get
3-12 months in Africa, Asia. Latin
ahead. The debilitating effects of
America, and' the Pacific.
malnutrition, disease, and inadeOur representatives will be
quate shelter. Education and skills
pleased to discuss the opportunities
that are lacking, and the means to
with you.
.
get them too.
Your college training qualifies
you to handle more of these problems than you might think. Such as
teaching nutrition and health practices; designing and building bridges
and irrigation systems; working on
reforestation and fisheries prl>-'

.The Toughest

Job You'll
Ever Love

Take some time to smell the roses. Pour yourself a warm cup of Cafe Amaretto. Smooth
and creamy-rich, with just an almond kiss of amarettoflavoring, it's a taste of la dolce vita.
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FILM SEMINAR:
Feb. 15,3:30 p.m.
Teton Room; S.U. B.
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. GENERAL FOODS"' INTERNATIONAL COFFEES,
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR.

Available at:

lNFORMA nON BOOTH:
S.U.B. Lobby, Feb.15·16

General Foods
. Corporaliofl1983.
Q

INTERVIEWS:
Feb. 17.9 a.m.·4 p.m ..
Sign up in advance at Career Planning.& Placement Office,
123 Administration Buildlng
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The S~ecter of Health' Care

l\SBSU R~nort:
.Peck Disnuted

_-=-byGunnar Anderson

_-=..byTom Farley_',

Corp-orations
Individual citizens are shouldering an
increasing portion of the federal tax bill,
according to a new congressional study.
Personal income taxes have jumped from
.39to 47 percent of federal revenues, while
corporate taxes have dropped from 28 to I I
percent. The balance of government
receipts comes from user and excise levies
and social security contributions. The
congressional study also showed that
businesses are being taxed at wildly
different rates: commercial banks, for
example, pay only 2.3 percent on U.S.
income, oil companies are tapped for less
than four percent, while pharmaceutical
firms cough up nearly 36 percent. Forbes
Magazine, January 31.

,

Hearts
A Stanford history professor says the
federally-funded artificial heart research
program is an expensive boondoggle that
shows little promise of improving the
quality of life. "Being tethered to air
hoses," says historian Barton Bernstein,
"may not be much better than being
bedridden." As for the estimated $100,000
pricetag for the implant, Bernstein says if ,
the government won't pay for the operation
for all who need it, the device will be
available only to the wealthy, who--he
says--already receive better care than the
poor. Instead of pumping money into the
artificial heart program, Bernstein says the
government should concentrate on less
glamorous but more effective health care:
prevention of heart disease and nutrition
education. Contact Stanford Historian
Barton Bernstein: (415) 497-2676.

Nursing Home Doctors
A federally-funded survey shows pearly
60 percent of the nation's doctors refuse to
visit nursing homes because it's too much
hassle, pays too little, and is too depressing.
Twenty percent of the doctors told
researchers for the health care financing
administration flat out: They just don't like
nursing home patients. "Human rejects,"
one called them. Another called nursing
homes "human dumps." Time was the
major "hassle." Said one doctor, "It took
20 minutes each way and they wanted to
pay me four dollars." The study suggests
that doctors who do make nursing home
visits do so out of duty or desperation. Says
study director Janet Mitchell, "Physicians
enter this market only when forced to by
competition." Some estimates are that 25
percent of all Americans will spend time in
a nursing home at some point in their lives.
San Jose Mercury, November 24.

Walking

The health care situation isn't desperate
yet, but it could easily ' become quite
frustrating, said Mr. E. E. -cn- Gilbertson, chair-elect of the American Hospital
Association in a speech given at Boise State
on Health Care in the '90s on January 20.
Gilbertson, also a member of the board
at St. .Lukes Hospital, said that new
methods of funding and basic hospital care
will have to be found if doctors and health
insurance providers are to keep up with
changing demands of a growing populace
and skyrocketing costs. The total cost to.insurers for1981 health
care ran to $287 billion-a 15 percent
increase. If costs continue to rise IS percent
annually as they have in the past few years,
health care costs in the U.S. could
skyrocket to over $1 trilIion by 1990.
What is most hurtful about this fact is
that the increased cost will harm the poor
the most.
Hospitals will begin denying access to
certain patients and start dumping them on
society," Bilbertson said.
The federal and state government's large
cut-backs in Medicaid, medical appropriations, and medical benefits are due to the
ectmornic straits the country fines itself in.
Gilbertson warns there could be a growing
gulf between what kinds of health care is
available to certain patients. For instance,
the federal government has cut back on
Medicaid by 80 percent. "Certainly the rich
will be able to afford it," Gilbertson said.
Gilbertson said he had no crystal ball,
but made these predictions if the population and medical care costs continue to
increase:
-Reduced
health care benefits
for
employees.
-Fewer hospitals--especially large urban
hospitals.
-Major teaching hospitals will be at great
risk of having to close their educational
facilities.

Gilbertson.

Photo

by

eExpansion of ambulatory services.
eProliferation of primary hospital services by other providers.
eDiversification--by \ 99O--hospitals will
be run by chain ownership.
_Less access to hospitals for the poor and
disadvantaged.
In addition, GUUt:l .son predicts that care
of indigents will shirt from cities and
counties to the federal government and
states.
The best solution to these problems,
according to Gilbert, is for the hospitals to
form a coalition with business.
Difficult questions like 'should we have a
two tiered medical funding system-cone for
the rich and another for the poor?' and
'should we continue to fund medical'
education
and research?'
remained
unanswered.

Continued to Page 8
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Legislative Renort: Higher Ed Blues
_~by': Iran Cheshire
broad-based
tax, a tax' on' a luxury,
possible to maintain a quality education."
something people don't have to have." The
Representative Pat Chadbond (Dist. 30)
committee said that approximately $15
. is proposing a consolidated, public school
million could be generated by the tax. In
system which would save money by filling
representatives.
comparison, the beer tax is IS .cents a
the
classrooms
more
efficiently.
He
said,
The reception, sponsored by the Univergallon.
"By
consolidating
our
school
districts
we
sity of Idaho's (U of I) Alumni AssociaIn other business, the House approved
should
be
able
to
cut
costs
and
possibly
tion, was held in the Crystal Ballroom of
House Bill 18, which will be sent to the
move
those
savings
into
higher
education."
the Hoff building. Supporters from Boise
Senate for approval.
Representative Carl Braun (Dist. 7) says
State University, U of I, Idaho State
The bill decriminalizes Idaho's traffic
he
wants
to
do
whatever
is
necessary
to
University (ISU), and Lewis and Clark
laws, according to Representative Tom
maintain
quality
higher
education.
Braun
State College (LCSe) were present at the
Cushman (Dist. 9). The bill ends state laws
said, "I feel that higher education needs all
reception. The organizations were asking
allowing
people to be sent to jail for minor
the money necessary to provide a top rate
that higher education funding be a legislatraffic offenses such as failing to sign a
education."
-.
tive priority.
. traffic citation or failing to pay a traffic
Northwest Twin Falls County Represen"Higher education is the backbone of
fine. Cushman added that current penalties
tative
John
Barker
is
of
a
different
opinion.
our society and it needs more priority than
remain for more serious traffic offenses,
Claiming
that
other
areas
of
state
govern-it is now getting," Dy.ke Nally, director of
such as drunken driving. The bill was
ment are facing budget cuts also, he said,
BSU alumni relations said. Nally said that
approved by a 68-0 vote in the House.
"You
have
many
areas
of
state
governBSU has cut costs and that it's time for the
ment, and I think higher education has·
egislature
to
do
something.
"We
have
cut
I
been appropriated all it needs in comparias much as we can, we did our job, now it's
son to other areas of state government." A
n
their
hands,"
he
said.
i
graduate of U of I, Barker said that schools
In 1979, according to Nally, the state
have the "we don't care, give us money"
paid seven dollars lor each dollar. the
attitude and that the state has no more
student paid. In 1983 the stateis paid three
money to give them.
dollars for each student's one. Nally is
The reception was a success, according to
asking for more funds from the-state for
Flip Kleffner, who. organized it. Kleffner, .
BSU, even if 'it means raising taxes to
director of alumni relations at U of I, said
generate revenue.
Some farmers in Japan have figured out
that a lot of open conversation showed our
Shirley Strom, president, of Alumni
a way to nurture their crops without getting
legislators
how
the
Idaho
universities
feel.
Relations at U of I said.. "Our dean of
their hands dirty. They're using computers
At the Statehouse, the House Revenue
engineering, Richard Williams, left last
and robots to do the field work. On a farm
and Taxation Committee approved for
week because he was tired of trying to make
near Tokyo, optical sensors send crop
printing
a
bill
(H3),
that
if
passed,
would'
According. to
s omething with nothing."
information to acomputer, which controls
on each gallono!
Strom, U of I needs $15 million just to . put a 45-centtax
cultivation and fertilization. And at harvest
carbonated beverages. According to Repre.
catch up on maintenance.
time, automated tractors and combines
'sentative Gordon Hollifield, (Dist.23),
Robert Howser, executive' director of
respond to voice commands and ask
who
proposed
the
bill,
the
tax
would
break
Alumni Relations at Lesc, said that
questions when the computer isn't sure
down to abour4.2 cents for a 12-ounce soft
enrollment .at his. school has increased 49
what to do. Christian Science Monitor,
drink.
percent in the past four years and that "we
Decerriber23.
Hollifield
~aintains,.
"This
would
be
a
honestlybelievewe have cut funds as far
UNIVERSITYNEWSFEBRUARY,2~8,
1983"! PAG~
3
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Funding for higher education was the
main topic during a formal reception held
last Thursday for Idaho's senators and'

-'-

The jogging craze may be slowing
down ... to a walk. A Neilsen survey says the
1 number of joggers has slipped to 34.3million, down from a peak of 36 million in
1979. And according to the President's
Council on Physical Fitness and Sports,
walkers now outnumber joggers. More
than 50 million Americans take a stroll
twice a week. Detroit Free Press, January
15.

Electronic Farmers

. CigSmoke"
Pregnant women who have given up
smoking for the sake of their unborn babies
may want to get their husbands to kick. thehabit, too. A new study shows that when a
non-smoking pregnant woman is exposed
to cigarette smoke from other people,the
fetus may be harmed. The study detected
by-products from tobacco smoke in the
blood of unborn children, a finding, the
researchers say, "consistent with the
possibility that passive smoking might.
adversely affect thdetus." New York
Times, JanuarJl 18.: '.

. Mr. E. E. "Gil"
Russ Markus.

A highlight in Senate action took place
Wednesday, January 26, at which time
ASBSU President Malyss Fairchild called
the Senate to a special session to deal with
the resignation of Senator Naomi Peck.
Fairchild began the session by promptly
appointing Joseph Brennan to' succeed
Senator Peck as representative of the
School of Education. Debate erupted over
.whether proper procedure had been followed in appointing Brennan.
A stipulation found in Senate Act #3 that
. reads that "notification of the student body
of the availability of any position shall be
made by every available campus communications media at least two weeks prior to
the date of interviews," was a subject of
discussion. Advertisement of the position
in question began January 13, less than two
weeks before the appointment.
"The spirit of her (Peck's) resignation ...
was to allow the process to find a person
that was qualified"said
Senator Scott
Smith. "If a person has been-found then
the spirit of her resignation has been
fulfilled. "
Senator Richard Jung, however, had
'arguments to the contrary. "To appoint
someone within this time is not being fair"
said Jung. "I just think that there has been
some undue haste and that some time
should be taken."
After further debate, Senator Scott
Smith moved to recess for five minutes to
give senators time to interpret Senate Act
#3. After readjournment
Senator Peck
announced that she was withdrawing her
resignation "because of the violations of
the proper procedures."
Senator Neil Peterson then made a
motion to accept Senator Peck's resignation as of its announcement two weeks
earlier. The motion passed by roll call vote.
The Senators then moved to end the special

.
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Former CIA case officerJohn Stockwell kept repeating "Read it for yourself, read it
for yourself," haunting his entire lecture with-a paranoia that implored his audience
to not just believe, but rather to read and learn.
He left his College of Idaho audience last Wednesday with a thick dossier of crimes
that your, our, and John Stockwell's CIA has committed the world over, all in the
search of phantom enemies.
Stockwell made it clear that after the CIA does its deed upon those phantom enemies,
the effect is so devastating that there is no doubt in the victim's mind as to who was
responsible. Consequently, due to the horrific nature of those deeds, Stockwell goes' on
to say that the secrecy that shrouds the CIA isn't used to hide from its victims, but
rather to hide from us, from Americans.
Plausible denial he calls it.vwhere the truth, when reported, is so unfamiliar, so .
foreign that, after hearing it, you and I can still go home and sleep. Sleep to let the CIA
do what we would never want it to do. Nextweek we report his lecture.
This week we print New Light on the Dangers of Radiation, it also could elicit" a
subconscious argument something to the effect of "too much, too fast, too new, I
doubt it."
.
We hope not. We choose reprint articles carefully, and consider this week's feature to
indeed fulfill a promise of new information.
The new light an article sheds, however, is often only relevant to its environment.
Idaho's environment, its mainstream press, often casts no more than shadows which,.in
turn, makes this week's feature all the more subject to denial. Unfortunately this article
and its subject, atomic radiation, if denied or ignored, could seriously affect our own
health and our world's health.
r
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State of the ASBSU

\
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I would like to make a short
commentary regarding your artide, "State of the ASBSU," by
Tom Farley.
In the article,
Marlyss Fairchild stated that she
plans to organize a committee to
examine revisions in the ASBSU
constitution. The committee has
been formed since last semester,
with Senators Peck and Jung
appointed to it and Marlyss as the
chairperson. Marlyss has yet to
call a meeting of the committee;
however, the judiciary is reviewing the constitution on their own
without
any influence
from
Marlyss.
Fairchild's remark about service awards not being awarded on
a scholarship basis and her opposition to the current
system,
really surprised me. One of the
first' actions that Marlyss supported and even recommended
was that of raising her service
award from $400 per month to
$500 per month.
Secondly, as faras scholarship,
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Senate Resolution
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what would you do without your
department secretaries to type and
collate your tests, take your
messages, etc.? What would you
do without the payroll department
to create and distribute your
paychecks? How would you man,
age" without the data center to
.1 am a staff member at BSU
create your class cards and statiswho wishes to reply to the Faculty
Senate Resolution of January 18, tical data? Or what would you do
1983. Since we have already lost a without the Admissions and Regposition in our office this year, I' istrar's offices to process applications and actually conduct regiscannot be sympathetic to your
trations so that you have students
published proclamation of your
to teach? Maybe the' "expendable
need for job security at the
staff" should take the next regis,
expense of the staff members.
tration week off and let you try to
Have you forgotten that we have
run the whole show.
already born the brunt of last
What you, the faculty, must
year's cuts? Our salaries were
realize is that during times of
reduced by 20 percent for seven
economic crisis; there is no such
weeks, while your salaries rething as job security. There is not
mained unaffected.
'-'
I realize that the faculty is a single person on this campus
important to this institution. It who is inexpendable ' and if you
keep insisting that you deserve
would be a foolish statement to
protection and the staff doesn't,
say that they are not. However,
we might as well hang a CLOSED
for the faculty to state, and I
sign on the campus because there
quote, "A staff reduction must be
won't
anyone around to unlock
done with the realization that the
the
doors.
teaching faculty and students are
Robin Johnson
the heart of the University" is
Staff Member
even more foolish.
I ask you', teaching faculty,

tI .."~""

.....

__ .------------

-- .--.-~--' ~.

and find out the answers to these
questions.
Terry Ratliff
Former Senator
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Is the secrecy that runs both the CIA and the nuclear establishment again not for the
terrorist, but for us??? Yes, except this time we are the victims; Read it for yourself.
Brad Martin
Co-editor
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WhaLis .the--!Jniversity policy
regarding the use of the W ATSline and personal phone calls,
Have personal calls been made on
such without renumeration to the
ASBSU student funds?
When Fairchild went to Washington, D.C. last year, she took
her sister with her. Did Marlyss'
sister share in any oi the funds
provided to Marlyss through student monies?
My last. question involves the .
use of $1200 made available to
Marlyss the week of January
17-23 which.was used to attend a
convention on grants in L.A. The
university already hires a full-time
grants- research expert who is
available to the ASBSU.
I am also sure that the clubs and
organizations that solicit funds
from ASBSU would like to know
that of the $1200 available, $61 "
per night went to a hotel room,
and $40 was set aside for bus,
taxi, and/or laundry.
My question is this: Since
Marlyss' mother went on this trip
with her, were any funds used
inappropriately in that regard?
I think the Senate should
exercise it's watchdog
, . function,
.

or-need criteria for-basis of service
awards,
it seems as though
Marlyss has overlooked the income of her State Senator/businessman husband, Roger Fairchild, every time she accepts her
$500 monthly check.
Speaking of the Student Co-op
Bill, all a person needs to do is
talk to Arlene
Nilo , Mike
Gallagher, or Jay Jester to find
out that Marlyss was opposed to
the co-op being any independent
entity from the start. Fairchild
had wanted the Co-op Committee
to work under her, and in this·
regard tried to suppress those who
wanted the program to be' independent.
Finally, when Marlyss said she
would like to see a stronger
Senate, I do not believe her.
Every time the Senate tries to
perform a legislative watch-dog
function over the administration, .
Marlyss has been opposed to it.
With this in mind, I do not believe
it when Marlyss states that she
would like to see a stronger
Senate.
I -do have three questions for,
the senate that I would like to see
answered.

--_._------_. __ __
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Radiation
• continued/rom

cover'

It has also been twenty-four years since
the opening of the first American commercial nUcle~r reactor at Shippingport,
Pennsylvama. Seventy-four of its "peaceful.atom" offspring are now licensed to
operate in .this country, and another eighty
or so are under construction. Todaymore
than a million Americans work in various
parts of the nuclear industry, mining
uranium, fabricating fuel rods, making
weapons-grade material and operating and
repairing power plants.
Indeed, it now seeilis clear that for at
least forty years the true dangers of
radiation exposure have been hidden from'
the public. Scientists supported by corporate and government grants have contended
that most forms of exposure are harmless,
or fall under a so-called "threshold"
or
exposure below which there is allegedly no
human risk. In 1981 Pentagon general
counsel William H. Taft 4th expressed the
official position by attacking the idea "that
exposure to low-level ionizing radiation is a
significant health hazard, when available
scientific and medical evidence simply does
not support that contention."
But the evidence is overwhelming that
thousands of Americans, exposed to what
they were told were "safe"
doses of
low-level radiation, are now suffering from
cancer and other radiation-related diseases.
Their story, from Hiroshima to Three Mile
Island and beyond, may well be the biggest
health scandal in United States history.
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But Frank Butrico, a U.S. Public Health
Service officer stationed in the region at the
time, has now confirmed that the government knew some exposures were dangerous
and knowingly took "liberties" with its
radiation-monitoring program. In at least
one 1953 test, fallout levels,were far higher
than the government wanted to admit.
Newly released documents
show that
high-level officials knew down wind towns
were being "plastered"
with dangerous
doses of radiation but were loath to halt the
tests.
Dr. Carl Johnson, former director of the
Jefferson County, Colorado, Department
of Health, has studied some 4-,000 citizens
in small Utah towns and has found 288
cases of cancer where statistical1y there
should have been 179. And, he says, "It
seems probable that the largest increment
of cancer in" southwest Utah is yet to
come." Area residents say there have been
virtual epidemics of birth defects: leukemia
and other diseases.
. Nor has the damage been limited to
humans. In 1953 thousands of sheep in the
path of fallout clouds died after two
particularly dirty tests. In 1955 the sheepowners sued the Federal government for
$226,000 in damages. The A.E.C. countercharged that the ranchers were blaming the
tests for their own "incompetence"
and
produced a string of witnesses who testified
that radiation could not have killed the
animals. In a dramatic-l956 decision in Salt
Lake City, Federal Judge A. Sherman
Christensen upheld the A.E.C.
But this past August--twenty-six' years
late--Judge Christensen vacated his decision in a bitter fifty-page opinion that may
be remembered as one of the seminal
documents of the nuclear age. In it he
attacked the A.E.C. for "convoluted
actions," saying it had "manipulated" and
"intimidated"
witnesses, presented outright lies and half-truths as evidence and
"perpetrated
a fraud upon the court."
Eleven ranchers who had originally asked
for less than a quarter of a million dollars
are now refiling their claims. Attorney Dan
S. Bushnell says they will total $100 million
or more.

just over twenty so faro-and the vets have
attributed _to the 'Hiroshima-Nagasaki
bombs may have been understated by a'
grown bitter. In 1979 Orville Kelly, a
former sergeant who witnessed twenty-two
factor of three, and overall radiation deaths,
may have been off by a factor of ten. Victor . South Pacific tests, founded the national
E. Archer, a top-ranking American radiAssociation of Atomic Veterans to tl:Y to
secure justice, for the exposed soldiers.
ation specialist for thirty years, characterKelly has since died of cancer, but the
izes Dr. .Stewart's findings as "the second
organization is growing by leaps and
'bomb' that has been dropped on the
bounds,
now claiming
some 1,500
previously sacrosanct Japanese A-bomb
members.
survivor studies."
The combined
force of these two
The initial health indicators are not
revisions on the debate over what radiation
encouraging. The government's Centers for
can do to the human body is hard to
Disease Control in Atlanta have studied the
overemphasize. To put it bluntly: those
3,224 soldiers exposed to "Shot Smoky" in
glib, well-funded government scientists
1957 and found a leukemia rate three times
,who have spent so many years assaulting
higher than normal. If the ratio holds for
nuclear critics have been talking through
other bomb tests, many hundreds of atomic
veterans have died or are now dying of
their hats, operating on a set of estimates
leukemia, uninformed and uncompensated. with very little basis in reality.
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Endan~ered&

Endari~erin~ Species

In the Beginning
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The story begins at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. In 1950 the U.S. Atomic Bomb
Casualty Commission--funded
by the
Atomic Energy Commission--began studying the effects of those blasts so as to
determine standards for "safe" radiationexposure levels. There are a number of
reason's to be suspicious of its findings. For
one thing, the A.B.C.C. naturally took its
direction from the ardently pronuclear
'A.E.C. and other 'government agencies
with nuclear interests. And since much of
its research was to be used to' settle
compensation suits brought by -surviving
Japanese victims, it had every reason to
understate the extent of the radiation
damage caused by the blasts. The studies
are also flawed because statistics on the
Hiroshima-Nagasaki population at the time
of the bombings were sketchy. Moreover,
since there were no radiation monitors in
those _cities, the doses the population
received had to be estimated later by
computer simulation, a process of dubious
accuracy.
Nonetheless,
as the first mass-scale
research on the effects of radiation on
humans, the A.B.C.C. studies have been
given high credibility. They have been used
to help set the "standard allowable" dose
rates for workers in nuclear industries and
for people living near atomic reactors. And
they have been used regularly to fend off
nuclear critics.
But in the spring of 1981, the A.B.C.C.
work came under attack from authoritative'
sources. A news story in the May 22 issue of
Science reported that researchers fromboth
the Oak Ridge and Lawrence Livermore
national laboratories have conceded that
the A.B.C.C. estimates of the lethal power
of neutron radiation
may have been
drastically
understated,
because
the
amount of radiation was significantly
overestimated.
"Government·
physicists
have recalculated the data," the magazine
said, and "all of these scientists agree that
the accepted figures ... are grossly overstated," some "by a factor of 6 to 10."
David Auton, a physicist in the Defense
Nuclear Agency, points out that the new
findings indicate the killing power of
neutrons is "incredible" and therefore all
industrial safety rules about neutronradiation should be revised, reducing exposure
limits to one tenth the present limits. He
also says there is a possibility that gamma
rays produced by the Hiroshima bomb were
far more toxic than had been thought.
Then in June 1982 the A.B.C.C. estimates were, further 'undermined by Dr.
Alice Stewart,' a well-known cancer researcher at the University of Birmingham in
Britain who discovered the harmful effects
of medical X-rays on pregnant women. In'
the British Journal _o/Epidemiology
and
Community Health she presented _figures
showing that the number or cancer deaths

Barnyard

Charges of radiation damage to animals
have also been made by farmers, near
atomic power plants and other nuclear
facilities. Farmers in the Harrisburg area
noticed what one called "strange goingson" among their livestock as early as 1976,
two years after the opening of Three Mile
Island Unit One. JaneLee, a local woman
who has collected affidavits from local
residents, says that the trickle of complaints
that began in 1976 turned into a flood after
the accident at T.M.1. Unit Two on March
28,1979. Sterility, spontaneous abortions,
stillbirths,
malformations
and other
problems were cited" by three dozen
farmers. Reports of animal damage were
repeated a year later, after radioactive
krypton gas was released from the stricken
reactor. Since then, radioactive emissions
have diminished, and area farmerssay most
.animal abnormalities have disappeared,
suggesting a clear link between the accident
and the damages.
'
In 1980 Dr. Robert Weber of Mechanicsburg told the Pennsylvania Public Utilities
Commission that 'in his more than three
decades ofyractice he normally performed
one or t~ Caesarean sections a' year on
pigs in the T.M.!. area. After the accident,
he said, the rate soared to one' or two' a
week, with a similar rate among area goats.
To counter such claims, the Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture issued a report
that relied on a survey conducted two weeks
after the accident indicating only five of
one hundred T.M.I.-area
farmers, had
, complained of any problems related to the
mishap. But in the summer of 1980 an
investigative team from the Baltimore
News-American followed up on the survey
and found more than thirty farmers who
charged 'that the state had grossly misrepresented their-views, Their animals had
indeed had problems, they said, including
calves being born at double their normal
size, duck eggs failing en masse to hatch,
animals being born with no eyes and litter
after litter of kittens .dying for no apparent
. reason; in addition, there were widespread,
reports of a general. disappearance of wild
birds! snakes and some insects. Some
farmers reported their' gardens, had. wilted ,

"For it IS now abundantly clear that,
since there is no' 'safe' dose of radiation,
there is no 'survivable: atom ic war."
,':

Bombing..!'a~t,-,H~~o=m~e~
The political
implications
of the
A.B.C.C. miscalculations extend far beyond a reconsideration of what happened,
at Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
.
From 1946 to 1963, the United States
conducted 212 atomic and hydrogen tests in
the atmosphere. The explosions were staged
at the Marshall Islands in the South Pacific
and at the Nevada Test Site neat Las Vegas.
In the course of the tests, several hundred
thousand soldiers were exposed to radiation. In some cases they were ordered to
march through "ground zero" shortly after
the blasts, apparently to see how humans
would react in battlefield conditions. In
other instances they were ordered to scrub
down irradiated ships or perform menial
tasks out in the open at test sites. In all
cases, they either' were not told that
radiation was involved or were assured that
the doses they would receive were "too
small" to cause harm. (Scientists and top
officers at the, bomb sites, however, did
take precautions to protect themselves
during the tests.)
Those assurances now seem tragic deceptions. Thousands of veterans have filed
claims against the Veterans Administration
for compensation
for their destroyed
health. Only a handful have been granted:-'

Nor have military personnel been the
only ones affected. Fallout from the 106
tests in the South Pacific' has affected a
, .great number of Marshallese, whose suits
against the government--currently
being
tried on the West Coast--come to more
than $100 million. Thyroid disease is so
prevalent among them that other Pacific
islanders aresaid to recognize Marshallese
by the throat scars from their operations.
, In the United States, a class -action suit
has been filed on behalf of 1,192 "downwinders" in Nevada, Utah and Arizona.
The suit--which went to trial last fall with
Stuart Udall as lead attorney for the
plaintiffs--contends that people in the path
of clouds from about 100 above-ground
blasts at the Nevada Test Site have been
devastated
.by cancer,'
reproductive
problems (including mutations and sterility) and other health nightmares virtually
unknown in the area before the testing
began.- Ironically,
those most heavily
exposed were nondrinking,
nonsmoking
Mormons, 'living in an area where there
were no industrial carcinogens and where
the reproductive rate was twice the national
average.
Despite a lack of reliable studies, the
A.E.C. at the time of the tests: told the
public that there was no possible' health
the
, ..danger. One official statementassured
downwind residents thai "exposures from
fallout are,'very muchsmaller
than those
which would be required .to, produce
observable effects in-the.population.'

Co,ntinued to pagelO •
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_-=-'byGene Hayes '
Intramural Action
Gets Underway __
The intramural season at Boise-State got
underway last week for men's and women's
basketball, as well as cooed volleyball,
racquetball singles and handball doubles.
The deadline has also passed for signing up
for' a swimming ineet scheduled for this
Saturday,February5
in the Auxiliary Gym.
Look for racquetball competition to take
place in the Pavilion this semester, while
other team sports will clash in the Old Gym
except for Wednesdays, when the action
will move back to the Pavilion.
Although' the deadline for those sports
has passed, athletically inclined students
have no reason to despair. Men's, women's
and co-ed softball begins in late March,
while the sign up deadline for sports such as
soccer, bowling, racquetball doubles and
badminton doubles isn't until February 23.
Another session of racquetball singles
,competition kicks off in April.
There are some new changes in effect this
semester that might be of interest .to
intramural
participants.
Players in all'
sports are asked to bring an I.D. or activity
card with them so game officials can insure
that those who participate are students,
since student funds' go to support the

program ..
Another change deals with the problem
of forfeits. Beginning this semester ,a' ten,
dollar forfeit fee will be charged to a team
that forfeits two games during a season.
Intramural
Director Terry Spitzer explained that the policy will apply only to
team sports and will help defray the cost of
paying for officials who show up for
contests that have to be' cancelled. Spitzer
added that any extra funds from the forfeit
fcc will go to help pay for t-shirts which are
awarded to intramural champions in the
various sports. '
From now on, students will have another
option for sports equipment checkouts
besides the Outdoor Activities Center in the
Student Union. Spitzer said that thanks to
the P.E. Department and Coors Distributing, equipment like footballs, basketballs,
volleyballs, nets,' racquetball rackets and
softball equipment can be obtained through
the intramural window inside the Pavilion.
'Racquetballs are another matter however,
and Spitzer said she doesn't see her
department being able to provide them in
the future.
•
Here is a reminder to anyone who uses
the athletic facilities. Spitzer has indicated
that theft can and has been a problem at
intramural games and she encourages those
who play or attend intramural events to be
-sure and leave their valuables at home.
This week's basketball results are as
follows: Women's: Two Timers 26, Cold

ASBSU Re~-=or~t:....-_Treasurer

.. I

AI Meyers' requested that the
Senate approve a reallocation of $455 for
• Continued from page 3
the Theatre Arts Program to cover Social
Security expenses. Senator Richard Jung
session and to move into the regular
offered to make a motion on the subject at
agenda.
.the next Senate Meeting. Meyers also
The first order of business on the agenda
has
at the January 26 Senate Meeting was a, announced that the administration
discussed a proposal to levy a dedicated fee
motion to approve Fairchild's appointment
for the Theatre Arts program and the
of Joseph Brennan to the position of
Senator representing the School of Educa- . recreation department. The fees would
amount to $1.75 per person for recreation
tion. The motion passed by roll call vote.
and $1.00 towards Theatre Arts. "We feel
Later, during the same meeting, Senator
that this amount of money ... will eliminate'
Scott Smith made a motion to reconsider'
the hassles that they have in having to deal
the vote on accepting the appointment of
with us," said Meyers, "It benefits them-it
Joseph Drennan to Education Senator. "I
benefits us." Meyers went on to explain
think I was.led around with a brass ring in
that in return full time students would
my nose," said Smith, "and I want to
receive free admission to all Theatre Arts
reconsider my vote." After some discusevents and would have free use of'
sion, the motion to reconsider passed
recreation facilities. Meyers asked for a
unanimously. Having approved to reconmotion from the Senate in support of this
sider the vote, the Senate then voted again
proposal before the administration takes it
on accepting Brennan to the post. The
before the State Board of Education. The
motion failed by roll call vote.
'
matter was brought up at the January 26
At the January 24 Senate caucus ASBSU

Setenich, 37" started his coaching career
, at San Ramon High School in Danville,
California. before coming to Boise State
'three years ago.

Pack 37. Men's: Manitou Park 36, Okoboji,
34; Mannequins 30, Blackmer's 36; Sticky'
Fingers 43, Sky Kings 37; BSU 76ers
forfeit, Hurt, em Bad; Kappa Sigma 34,
Bouncin Heads' 52; Yamahas 46, Sixty
Niners 28; B-2 22, Rodeo 24; Meridian's
Finest 64, RunningRebels
44; Tuna Pie,
Vileks forfeit; King Streakers 64, Silver
Bullets 41.

Barrett Chosen

Criner to Iowa State
A six figure salary and the challenge of
Big Eight football were 'too much for
Bronco head coach Jim Criner, who
accepted a position as chief mentor at Iowa
State University.
Criner's defensive coordinator,
Lyle
Setenich, was named BSU's head football
coach..
The successful bid for Criner included a
five-year contract at $58,000 a year, plus.an
estimated $92,000 each year from television
and radio income and football camps.
The news of Criner's move came a week
after the State Board of Education announced a freeze on coaching salaries and
after the coach maintained that he had not
attained all his goals at Boise State.
Criner's seven year record at BSU was
59.21-1, making him the most successful
football coach in Big Sky Wst<liy.'He
the Broncos to three conference championships and the Division I-A title in 1980.

ieao"

Senate Meeting by Richard Jung who made
a motion to allow Theatre Arts to use $455
of earned revenue for meeting Social
Security expenses. The motion passed
unanimously.
During 'the January 24 caucus Senator
Scott Day announced that the judiciary
committee had approved the Rugby Club
, constitution and that over 60 people were
interested in joining the club. Senator Neil
Peterson offered to make a motion to
approve the constitution at the upcoming
Senate Meeting.
At that meeting, Senator Richard Jung
made a, motion to reallocate $1,995 in
baseball club funds to cover upcoming
baseball club trips. The reallocation passed
by roll call vote. Senator Neil Peterson
made a motion to approve the Rugby Club
constitution, which had been approved'
earlier by the judiciary committee. The
motion passed by roll call vote.
In other business at the Senate Caucus,
Senator Neil Peterson requested a budget

Boise State's outstanding senior grappler
Scott Barrett, has been selected, to participated in thel983 United States Wrestling
,Cpaches, Association (USWCA)' All-Star
'Wrestling tournament to be held at- Lehigh
University on February 7.
Barrett, who weighs in at 126 pounds,
was chosen by the tournament committee'
for membership on the West squad after a
second place finish at that weight in the
1982 NCAA Division I wrestling championships. His '19-1 record for the 1982-83
season was also a factor in Barrett's favor,
according to Bronco head coach Mike
Young.
Young sat on the West selection comI mittee this year and added
that, "Scott is
an excellent wrestler and the committee selected the top ten wrestlers in the nation."
Barrett enjoys the distinction of being the
only wrestler from the far west chosen to
the West squad. His teammates in the
annual event all come from major universities in Missouri, Nebraska,· Iowa and
"Okla1i6ma;
---.,. _... '._ ...... --.
He will squareoff against Penn State's
Scott Lynch in the USWCA competition.

reallocation for the baseball club amounting to $1,995. This allowed $480 for
lodging, $525 for equipment, $543 for
mileage and $446 for umpire fees. Senator
Richard Jung offered to make a motion to
approve the reallocation at the February 26
Senate Meeting.
'
Senator Scott Smith read a letter from
the Deputy Attorney General for Education, Brad Hall concerning Senate Bill #43
which regulates campaigning activity at
polling places on election day. The letter
stated that "inasmuch as-the state election
laws do not apply to student body elections,
the student government would be free to set
its own' rules for the conduct of student
elections. " •The bill went through its third
reading at the January 26 Senate Meeting.
At that Senate Meeting, Vice-President
Deanna Weaver appointed Cherice St.
Clair to the Child Care Board of Directors,
and Scott Day to the Financial Advisory
Board. The appointments were approved
,by the Senate.

**
**
**
Over
50 years ago', 1111..
the United States I"
,h
Marine Corps intro,h ~,
duced a tactic called
,h""J-4.
close air support, and
~
the concept of military
,,h*aviationwas
changed forever.
,
~
Today, the Marine Corps owns
*
the seventh largest air force in the
*
' world with aircraft ranging from
'*
the world's newest supersonic strike
*
fighter, the F/A 18 Hornet, to the
*
AV8B Harrier II VSTOL attack jet.

'*

'*

lIiil

*

*

Youare invited toafree

presentation by a marine pilot
. "Marine Aviation;)Vlllged
Warriors.'!Withfiltrts about:
The Harrier and tbeF~18Hpmet.
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BSU
Clubs and
'Organizations
The Election Board' would like
to inform you that ASBSU Spring
. Elections are rapidly approach. ing. In these times of crisis in
higher education a strong and
informed ASBSU government can
and will influence our state legislators and University administration. Some of the issues facing
ASBSU government this year are:
increased fees or tuition, budget
cuts,
program
cuts,
larger
classes, seating and ticket prices
for basketball and football gaines,
budget allocations for all ASBSU
programs (i.e, all recognized clubs
and organizations,
University
News, KBSU·FM, Student Programs Board (SPB). Positions
open for Spring elections are
ASBSU President,
Vice~President, and five Senator positions.
If elected to any of these positions
the person will earn some extra
dollars
to help defray
the
_. ~e}!1ester's expenses since ASBSU
officers receive a monthly servlce.award. Election Officials for the
Election Board are also needed.
Election Officials (pollworkers)
are paid for the time they work
for the Election Board. Each
semester you, as a full-fee paying
student, give ASBSU $17 of your
hard-earned money. ASBSU is
only as good as the students make
it, it's up to you to make it the
best it can be. All candidates'
petitions must be turned in by
4:00 p.m., Feb. 4. Campaigning
for Primary Election begins Feb.
8 and there will be a primary
forum for candidates to discuss
key issues Feb. 15. For more
'information, contact the Student
Activities Advisor, Jim.I<reider,
385-1223.

Evening Programs and Department of Art at BSU. This.painting
class will be landscape oriented
using the various picturesque
settings of Seattle and Victoria
B.C., as the scene. The Study
Tour Travel Fee of $380.00
includes lodging, (7 nights double
occupancy), transportation, ferry
crossing fees, city tour of Seattle
and Victoria, lab fee, and 2
undergraduate. credits or noncredit fee. For more information
about this study tour, please

Dropl Add Deadline
The last day to drop/add
classes is February 25. If you need
to change a class, pick up a
drop/add
form from your instructor
or advisor and give
yourself plenty of time to get both
your Instructor's and advisor's
signatures. Also, if you need' to
return any. books to the bookstore--the last day for full refund
is February II. Students wishing
to get a refund' for insurance-the
refund form is due February 12. If
any questions, call 385-1440 Of
385-1142 ...

R~dio InterIlship-__ '
. KFXD radio is currently accepting applications for two openings
as intern radio news reporters.
According
to KFXD's
News
Director, Doug McConnaughey,
"It's
not necessary. to be a
Communicationnriajor.
In fact,
many network radio and television correspondents
are not
from' the 'academiccommunications discipline."
"Successful
applicants will be familiar with
national and local 'current events
and must demonstrate their ability
to communicate
effectively."
McConnaughey. points out that,
"The internship is a good way to
get your foot inside the door of a
working commercial radio station
news department. We have hired
one of our interns from BSU and
have plans to hire another." The
position is for credit and requires
a committment of 8-10 hours each
week. Interested students should
contact Doug McConnaughey at
888-4321...
'

Barnes in the ASBSU Office' at
385-3753 for further informa-'
tion ...

contact Dr. Louis Peck, 1983 Art
Study Tour ...Program Director,
BSU, 191"0 University
Drive,
Boise, 1D 83725, (208) 385-1756;
or Linda Urquidi, Study Tour
Coordinator,
Continuing Education/Summer Sessions/Evening
Programs, BSU, 385-3295...
'.

summer internship for Operations/Production
Management.
Applicant must be interested in
Production
Management
as a
career. ..

Meeting

source to the University News,
Space is available in the Pavilion for groups in need of meeting . 1910 University Dr., Boise, /D.
83725.) .
facilities or work areas. If· your
group .is recognized .by ASBSU
and you need space, contact Todd .-:..
~ __
-'-_---:--I

- A Group Information Session
will be held in SUB Ada Lounge
at 7:00 p.m. on Wed. February
9th for those interested in a

(Any individual or group who

·s
has a 'newsworthy contribution'
Pavi 1ion p-:.::a:;:c:;:e"--for the "News Briefs" section
I

should send thein/ormation and
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Art Tour
-

An art study tour [0 Seattle and
Victoria, B.C. isoffered for two
graduate or undergraduate credits'
by, theOffice.of
Continuing
.Education/Summer
·Sessionsl·.
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children born .downwind from' the bomb
tests there;
Evidence. of health dangers has come
• Contintled!rompage 10
from areas near other reactors, even where
overnight. One family reported that' as
there have been no accidents. A study by
many as 500 exotic birds died mysteriously
. the Centers for Disease Control' of seven
in its aviary in a single two-hour period.
coun ties around the Maine Yankee plant at
. Typically,
the Nuclear
Regulatory
Wiscasset concluded there was no signifiCommission's final report on T.M.I. relied
cant rise in leukemia near the plant. But a
almost entirely, on the perfunctory and
re-evaluation of the same data by Dr. Irwin
inaccurate survey by the Pennsylvania,
Bross of' the Roswel1 Park Memorial
Agriculture
Department.
Germain
Institute in Buffalo contradicts that conlaRoche, a principal.Nvk.C. author, says
clusion and indicates a 53 percent rise in
no new autopsies were done for that report
leukemia. The C:D.C.'s William Nersesian
nor were' any new surveys undertaken. ' charges that Dr. Bross's assessment is "a
Nonetheless, the N.R.C. concluded that'
lot of baloney." Dr. Bross is sticking to his
radiation from the accident could not have
guns.
harmed animals. The New York Times used
Indications of increased. infant mortality
the report as the basis for a vicious
rates have also surfaced· at Arkansas
editorial, "Goat Stories from Three Mile
Nuclear One, at the Pilgrim I reactor near
Island;" which resurrected the old A.E.C.
Boston and at other sites. Near the huge
line that the farmers were using radiation as
Savannah
River .weapons-production
a "cover" to hide their own "mismanagefacility in South Carolina there is evidence
ment. ..
of a. high rate of the rare blood disease
The T.M.!. area is only one of several
polycythemia vera. When two. reporters
nuclear zones where charges of animal
from the Atlanta Journal-Constitution
abnormalities from radiation have been
uncovered that evidence, the U.S. Departmade. Similar complaints have come from
mentof Energy claimed that polycythemia
farmers near the Vermont Yankee reactor
vera was not a radiation-related disease.
at Vernon, the Nine Mile Point plant at
But that is hotly disputed by some radiation
Oswego, New York, the Arkansas Nuclear
experts: greatly elevated rates of the disease
One reactor near Russellville, the Rocky
have been found among atomic veterans.
Flats plutonium facility near Denver and
Dr. Carl Johnson has found abnormal1y
the West Valley reprocessing center outside
high cancer rates .among people living
of Buffalo. Several farmers around a
downwind from the Rocky Flats plutonium
uranium tailings pile near Canon City,
plant. He has shown that the closer one
Colorado, have also reported reproductive
lives to the facility,
the greater the
problems in their animals, problems which
likelihood of contracting cancer. (For his
disappeared when they began trucking in
trouble, local real estate interests had Dr.
uncontaminated water.
Johnson fired from his post -as Jefferson
County Director of -Health.) Abnormal1y
high cancer rates have also been found
among workers at the Rocky Flats reactor.
Autopsies have shown high concentrations
of plutonium in the bodies of people who
Unfortunately, the victims list around
worked there. (The Public Health Service
nuclear plants goes far beyond animals.
has established that uranium miners have a
Dr. Gordon Macleod, who was Pennsylvania Secretary of Health at the time
lung cancer rate five times the national
of the T.M.I. incident, has also used state
average.)
In 1981 a landmark lawsuit was won by
statistics to demonstrate a marked rise in
hypothyroidism among children born. in
Florence Krumback, the widow of a Rocky
Flats worker whose repeated exposures to
southeastern
Pennsylvania--downwind
radiation over a fifteen-year period gave
from T.M.I.--after
the accident. The
him colon cancer. The $21,000 settlement
disease is common among Marshal1 island

Radiation
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A Family Affair,
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Downwinders

·NoP.O.W.s

It is striking that it has been surveys and
studies done by radiation victims -themselves--atomic veterans, "downwinders,"
T.M.!. residents--that have played a key
role in cutting through. the official coverups. As with the homeowners at love
Canal and the Vietnam veterans suffering
from Agent Orange poisoning, ordinary
citizens have proven significantly more
trustworthy than the government, industry,
or the scientific establishment.
It is important 'to note that there is still
no national system for monitoring health
problems around nuclear power stations.
And underground bomb testing continues
at the' rate of one blast every three weeks,
even though the government has admitted
that forty subsurface
explosions have
vented radioactivity off-site since 1963 and
at least one such test emitted a thousand
times more radiation than was released at
T.M.I.
It is essential that private citizens
continue to keep a close watch on health
trends in their areas and be prepared to take
on the' "experts"
when clear dangers
emerge. The "experts". have been all too
willing. to put the interests
of their
employers or their government ahead of the
health of the public.

Taken as a whole, tile recent legal lind
scientific breakthroughs In the radiation
debate could have a.significant impact on
the future of nuclear warfare. For it is now
'abundantly clear that' since there is no,
"safe" dose' of radiation, there is no
"survivable" atomic war.
The new evidence-particularly
the, reevaluations of the A.B.C.C.
findings-shows that nuclear bombs are far deadlier
than anyone had imagined. If the relatively
miniscule doses of radiation released In the
T.M.!. accident could kill infants. nearby,
the effects of' doses from bombs in the
megaton range are beyond calculation.
In fact, because radiation travels worldwide and its effects are cumulative, it may
well be that the long-range health results of
nuclear weapons exploded on "enemy"
territory would devastate those who fired
them. In the fall of 1976 the Chinese.
exploded a rather dirty bomb on their own'
territory. Within a week, fallout forced'
'state officials throughout New England to
confiscate milk, and radiation monitors at
the Peach Bottom reactor in Pennsylvania
soared so high its operators began to
evacuate, fearing a melt-down. A few days
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EXTENSIVE SELECTION OF NEW AND USED RECORDS AND TAPES; BLANK TAPES, BOOKS,
MAGAZINES, AND RECORD.cARE PRODUCTSI ALL AT BOISE'S LARGEST RECORD STORE
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was the first claim paid by Rocky Flats' - later ,after the radioactive cloud had again
circled the earth, radiation levels rose again
operators . acknowledging on-the-job exposure.rand with thatdoor ajar, a spate of . throughout North America:
For.America, the implications should be
suits is likely.
.
TheN;R.C.
has conceded that the . obvious. The health-impact of any nuclear
attack--~ven,ifunansweredby the RUssians
amount of radiation to which workers at
--would be catastrophic the world over .
atomic reactors are exposed is soaring. The'
Cancer and leukemia rates would soar. A
increase from 1979 to 1980 alone was 33
second generation of Americans would find
percent, even though the number of
it difficult if not impossible to survive. Any
reactors increased.by only one in that time.
atomic_ bomb dropped on out "enemy" is
According . to studies by Dr. Karl
one dropped on ourselves. Our entire
Morgan, former health director at Oak
nuclear arsenal is essentially unusable.
.
Ridge, such exposures could eventually lead
to as many as 350 additional cancer deaths
among reactor workers. In fact, one of the
workers who participated in the 'f.M.J.
cleanup has already died of leukemia.
Metropolitan Edison claims his death could
not possibly be linked to T.M.I., but his
family is suing arid the trial will be closely
watched.
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POSTERS ETC'.
T.SHIRTS, ROCK POSTERS, FANTASY/SCI·FI POSTERS, SAN FRAN. CONCERT POSTERS, SCENIC AND
TRAVEL POSTERS, MOVIE POSTERS, ART PRINTS, BUTTONS, CALENDARS, NOTECARDS, INCENSE
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MAKE $12.200 FOR
COLLEGE WHILEYOIrRE
GOING TO COLLEGE.
Want a part-time job thai doesn't hurt your grad'es? Dr campus
Iitr!Give your local Anny Reserve unit a weekend a month and a couple
of summers during college, and they 11give you over $12,000 for college,
.Up to $4,000 in college aid is yours just (or joining most units.
Another $6,000 tOr four years of monthly weekends and rwo-week summer stints. Plus over $2,200 rhar youll earn durinR two summer train·
ing periods, All while yo~'re gelling the most out of college. And doing
the most you can parHime for your country.
, You do~'t have towait for college 10 join the Anny Resetve, If you're
17or older and a junior or senior In high school. join us now! There's
no better pan·rimc job in lawn.
In,erested? For more informarion, call any of the numbersliSled
below. Or SlOp by,
"
.
.,.

,t

\ .. Car Rentals. .. Hotel Reservations

Now Op'en in the BSU
Student lJnion'Building
342-56'25
"NO CHARGEFOROUR
. . .. .
SERVICE
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Solulion

Pictonyms

"We have
course-with

by -Don Rubin
Part picture. part homonym - pictonyms are pictures of things that sound the
same. Figures one and D. for
·example.
See if you can
match the rest. Then enter
.your solutions as indicated,
(Be' straightforward.
or
nearly so, The most widelv
held solutions will be judged
correct for grading purposes.
although we're sure there are
others).
9)

1)~_
2)~ __
3)
__

11) ... __

4)

_

12)

5).

_

13)

6)

_

.1f

:""AA'

12

15)

Had enough of these crazy
puzzles?
IVant 10 get even
with Don Rubin and win $/0
to boot" Send your original
ideas for a Real Puzzle to
ReaL Puzzle, United FealUre
Syndicate, care of Ihis news·
paper. All entries wjJJ become
property
o(..UFS, Inc. (\'ou
onl\! win the money if we use
your puzz/eidea.)
.
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Hn'aklng thl' sunpit' subsutunon nphl'r In the Il~'~b' puz:tit· was the l'<lSy part
~:nll'r
1nJ=,
the
It'ttl'r:,
untn
till'
kevbnard was another
mauer
('ntln'ly
l If huntrng.and-pct'kmg thp mil' [)'"~' r{'sultt'd 10
Ih'J:h' thp ll,ttl'r n must haVl'
bl'pn nn thl' II kl'\', and nllt
\lU'(' \'l'rSil
Think' aboul
il
Thank .Ihout It agam I
"'it'arly naif of you had It
wrung
Till' kl'yhtlard
Illn~\l'd IIk('
thiS

'8

"I'm worried-he
chose that
bloody awful wallpaper himsell."

--+---I
•••

Child care needed for 16 month-old Sara.
Close to St. Luk~'s'or BSU,.olderwoman
preferred. Call 343~8649. or 385-1465.

Ihn~'
" ·Wl'll. -,na\'ht, tht' bl'll I." a hit
loud. bUI i)'Jal ('jJn bl'fIX('d
\'Ny qUIl'kly
Wl'n"lrrangl'(l
till' kl'y·
board
althl',
right
and
ff'plan'd
.111 Ib kth'fS In an
arbttran'
f.lshlOn
Th('o Wt'
~Igh I .t~· pl'd
I hun ll'd -~JOd·
pl'('kl'lI1 till' wtln1:- ~'nu an'
f('adang nnw
Til SO....'l' thiS punlt'. Ju:-ot fill
Inthl' Sp'H'l~~un tht' kl'yboard
With tl}t' IpHl'rs Wl' S'IW un lht'

roIt DEGIIlnIIlGI1USICmnS
;~ Ulmn TOrLfiI'
IOUIt KInD or I1USIC
12000 rIIt I10nTn fiT
345..g300 7fI1-gfI1
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WOOD - D -SIGNS
Custom wood signs design, Quilding &
installation. Free estimates, call 385-1465
ask for Carlos, after 5 p:m. call 344-0228.
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fixed charge for clearing names, of
a special dlscount.lf you're innocent."
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_&m Boise Book ..m
,:~.t
mJ)
Mart
..M]
1810 w. State St.

Floral Orders Available At BSU Bookstore
.··RounclTripAir
e WaikikfHotel
• Lei Greeting .:.

Large Selection of Fresh Flowers
-« Bouquets -« Corsages. -« Weddings -« Bouton~ieres-«

Bud Vases.

. . ."..,~

• Transfer.s ...·
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DEAR
PROSPECTIVE MEMBER
/?-a

Prepare for some mouthwatering
temptation
for
the variety of food is endless--Italian,
French.
Mexican, Sea Food. Steaks, and country cooking, and. of course American -.You can enjoy this
and much more without taking one step into the
:kitchen. You are cordially .invited to enjoy more than 696
.:;FREEMEALS,
a value worth over $2,400 of quality dining at
over 40 restaurants
in the Boise and surroundlnq area for
only $21.95 a year! What's the gimmick? The gimmick is that
these fine restaurants
are willing to give you remarkable
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savings to acquaint you with their restaurants.
It's that
simplel All you haVe to do is accept their invitation. The
Boise Diners' Club is beginning this year in the Boise area
with a special introductory price of $19.95 now thru February
9. (This is $2.00 off the regular price of $21.95). Fight inflation
and ",!inl Today a bag of groceries costs you $19.95 or more.
.A. Diners Club Membership
investment,
for that same
amount can deliver over $3,600 in value. That's savings that
. you can put. your teeth into--all that and you don't have to
"wash one dish. (Your Diners Club Package is valid for 1 full
year--February 1 thru January 31,1984). Pictured below are
jList a few of the quality establishinentsthat
bring you' this'
value through the Diners' Club.
.

HERI'S HOW IT WORKS:

.

Par"clpa'~ng .
801•.e AreaRe.• ' •.u..ran'.

Your membership in the Boise Diners Club offers you a
variety of supelb dinnersfr~m the regular menu at anyone
f our fine restaurants in this area. You 'pay for one dinner
nd get the second one absolutely free. If you order yours
before February 9, special price is $19.95. Your
membership package comes in a handsome vinyl carrying
case with cards the size of a credit card. Valid at each
individual restaurant for up to 1 full year.-
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The Pocket
The Ranch House
Shakev's Pizza"'
Red Apple SandlMch Shop
,The Off Ra~ Pub
The Parrtry
.
~~
nn
.
Crust
Chuck E. Cheeze Pizza Time Theatr<lIThe San Francisco Grinder
Popeye's
'Vk:'s
cafe
.
.
aeasetv's'
The Wav Station.
IIlI!lI'II!iBiI_ Adam's"Ribs
. Calico's Pizza
ake cneexs payable To: lB. Ralntree Dell
The Capri
.
oise Diners Club
. ...Taco
Bell .
A & W Restaurant

1~ N. 9th
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*IEnclosedfl$
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Check, or Money Order for
Memberships
. ,*11 understandth. at Ican.u.. se my. Dlners-Club from,
through January 31,--1984, or that after 10
'
days I may return the complet-e Packet unused
.Ifora
full refund. Allow 1 week for deli~ery.
economl~ IName
'.
_,
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'.
at h~me'l
."
with a Address
less than
r
. • City.
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. Reno.'un Packa..
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;titudents:
It's-Olten;t,m~s
more
',cal to.eat.ou~at2for
11?r1ces than
Share the . cost. of thIs· package
".,friendahd.get
348 free meals for
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=Plzza

Terry's H:~:'

& Deli

ITimber's Inn
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~702,
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IVery
Limited
IPrinting
.
Limit 2 per fam i1yplease
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